Introduction
The elements of the theory of the design of experiments were first introduced at the beginning of the 20th century by R.A. Fisher in agricultural experiments. The results obtained at that time made it possible to use the experimental design methodology in many areas of science, inter alia biology, medicine, chemistry, engineering and statistical quality control [Ryan 2007] .
The design of experiments, which has applications in production companies, allows one to improve the technological and economic results of the production process. The theory of the optimization of design of experiments in particular, plays an important role in practice and is extensively described in specialist literature [Puckelsheim 1993; Silvey 1980; Ryan 2007] .
The purpose of this paper is to present a method of searching for the optimal conditions for manufacturing processes and its application. The aim of this research is to limit the number of experimental trials of design of experiment, which contributes to decreasing the cost of the experiment.
The theoretical basis for design of experiments
The application of the methods of the design of experiments in statistical quality control leads to determining the factors which most significantly affect the variable characterizing of the investigated process, as well as allows to specify the values of the factors for which the result variable reaches the desired value or the smallest variability.
The use of the design of experiments while preparing the production process is connected with the detailed formulation of the problem and the proper selection of the factors and response variable characterizing the process under study. Moreover, one ought to determine the number of experimental trials and take into account the possible randomization restrictions. Then, after performing the experiment, one should analyze the results and formulate conclusions and recommendations for the process under study [Montgomery 1997 ].
The experiment is a sequence of n successive experimental trials which are a single result of the value of response variable Y, with the fixed values of . The relationship between the set of factors and the response variable characterizing the process in the best way is presented in the form of the following statistical model [Wawrzynek 1993 ]: 
and
. Then the response surface function is defined as formula Fβ y  . The realization of the classical design of experiments leads to the estimation of parameters of the response surface function defined as [Wawrzynek 2009] 
The estimation of the parameters of the response surface function is usually carried out with the use of the least squares method. The use of this method depends on certain assumptions being fulfilled, which in the case of many different production processes cannot always be ensured [Montgomery 2001] . Then, in order to estimate the parameters of the response surface function, one may use the bootstrap method of the estimation of response surface function [Szerszunowicz 2014 ].
The theory of the optimization of design of experiments
The experimental design methodology is not limited only to issues of the analysis of variance or problems of the analysis of regression. An important issue in the theory of design of experiments is the optimization of the design of experiments. One may understand the theory of the optimization of the design of experiments in two ways: as the search for conditions for the optimization of product quality and as the optimal design of experiments.
The search for conditions for the optimization of product quality consists in describing the values of factors for which the response surface function reaches the appropriate value. The most frequently used methods of the optimization of product quality are [Wawrzynek 2009 ]:
 the Box-Wilson method,  Evolutionary Operation (EVOP),  Taguchi methodology. The abovementioned methods require the following: the fulfillment of some assumptions and the use of some elements of differential calculus (the Box-Wilson method); numerous experimental trials with small changes in the levels of the process operating variables (EVOP); the determination of the appropriate orthogonal arrays (Taguchi methods). In practice, the realization of the abovementioned methods of optimization may be impossible or too time-consuming (prolonged duration of production processes), which significantly influences their economical results.
The optimal design of experiments consists in choosing the proper design of experiment which is the best one according to a certain optimality criterion. The most popular criteria are [Ryan 2007 ]:
 D-optimality criterion;  G-optimality criterion;  A-optimality criterion. The theory of the optimal design of experiments is widely described in specialist literature by F. Puckelsheim [1993] and S.D. Silvey [1980] , among others. Over the years, the optimality criteria have received criticism because of practical reasons [Ryan 2007 ].
The method of the search for conditions for process optimization and its application
Within specialist literature, there have been a few publications taking into account the design of experiment realization costs [Joiner, Campbell 1976; Draper, Stoneman 1968; Ryan 2007] . The present article discusses the issue of the search for conditions for the optimization of product quality with particular reference to the economic aspect of manufacturing processes.
The proposed method
Let us assume a design of experiment which takes into account m factors occurring at m i n i  , 2 , 1 ,  levels. Also, let the response surface func-tion be given by the formula (7). An increased number of factors at many levels means a large number of experimental trials; the realization of trials in all the experimental area points is impossible because of either the costs of the experimental trials or the prolonged time of the experiment. In either case, the experimenter's task is to select from among the points of the exper- , is defined as follows [Kończak 2012 ]: Table 1 . For this experimental data, the purpose of the experimenter's research is to select the points of the experimental area in which the values of the estimation of the response surface function are the best according to the proposed algorithm. It has been established that it is possible to conduct only four experimental trials. In order to present the proposed approach, the classical and bootstrap methods have been used.
Let us assume that the assumptions of the least squares method are fulfilled. Then the estimated response surface function is given in the form of
According to the proposed scheme, for each parameter of the response surface function the confidence interval (8) was computed. The results are presented in Table 2 .
On the basis of the obtained results, the upper and lower bounds of the response surface function are defined respectively as follows: were computed. The results are presented in Table 3 .
Having analyzed the results, one can note that the design of the experiment should be defined as follows: Parallel considerations were made with the use of the bootstrap method. The estimated values of the response surface parameters with the corresponding confidence intervals are presented in Table 4 . Then the response surface function can be expressed with the following equation:
and the upper and lower bounds of the designed response surface function are as follows: Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the obtained estimation of the response surface functions. were computed and presented in Table 5 .
According to the proposed method of the optimization of product quality, the points in which one ought to conduct the next experimental trials were selected:
It is important to notice that this design of experiment involves the same points as the selected design with the classical approach. On the basis of the results presented in Table 2 and Table 4 , one can state that the form of response surface functions (10) and (13) are similar, but the determined confidence intervals for the response surface parameters are narrower in the case where the bootstrap method of the estimation of the response surface function was used. Therefore, a more precise estimation of the response surface function can be expected when the bootstrap method is used. These suppositions can be confirmed through comparing the results presented in Table 3 and Table 5 . There are comparable differences between the empirical and theoretical values, but the differences between the upper and lower estimations of the response surface function are also lower for the bootstrap method than for the least squares method.
Thanks to the use of the proposed scheme for searching for the conditions for the optimization of product quality, the number of experimental trials was reduced, and the relevant characteristics of the results of the manufacturing process were preserved.
Conclusions
The design of experiments is one of the tools of statistical quality control allowing one to improve the results of the production processes effectively. The theory of the optimization of the design of experiments in particular leads to defining the design of the experiment which is appropriate because of the optimal criterion or conditions of product quality. An im-portant issue in terms of planning the results of production processes is taking into account the economic aspect of the design of experiments.
The proposed algorithm for searching for the conditions for the optimization of manufacturing processes allows one to determine the design of experiments for a determined number of experimental trials. Moreover, this paper presents the possibility of using the bootstrap method. In this approach, the estimated confidence area for a response surface function is characterized by greater precision in comparison to the classical approach. The possibilities of the presented method of searching for the optimal conditions for manufacturing processes result in reductions in experiment cost and duration, and also allow one to maintain the proper technological level of production processes.
